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We consider a linear Hamiltonian Difference System for the so-called singular
case so that discrete Sturm]Liouville Equations of higher order are included in our
theory. We introduce the concepts of focal points for matrix-valued and general-
ized zeros for vector-valued solutions of the system and define disconjugacy for
linear Hamiltonian Difference Systems. We prove a Reid Roundabout Theorem
which gives conditions equivalent to positive definiteness of a certain discrete
quadratic functional, among them the strengthened Jacobi's Condition and a
condition on a certain Riccati Difference Equation. The key to this theorem is a
discrete version of Picone's Identity. Furthermore, for the sake of generalization of
our theorem, we introduce controllability for linear Hamiltonian Difference Sys-
tems and prove a Reid Roundabout Theorem for a more general functional and
more general boundary conditions. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn his landmark paper on difference equations 20 , P. Hartman gave a
definition for a generalized zero of a solution of an nth order difference
equation and introduced his concept of disconjugacy for such equations.
This definition has been employed in numerous works on difference
 w x.equations see, for example, 13, 19, 26 and the following definition is in
 w x.the spirit of Hartman's concept see also 1, Definition 6.16.1; 6, 30 :
If the solution y of a scalar self-adjoint difference equation of order 2n is
w xdefined on 0, N q 2n l Z, then 0 is said to be a generalized zero of y with
order n only if y s y s ??? s y s 0; and y has a generalized zero of0 1 ny1
w xorder n at k q 1 g 1, N q n q 1 l Z, pro¨ided y / 0, y s y s ???k kq1 kq2
 .ns y s 0, and y1 y y G 0 hold. The difference equation is calledkqny1 k kqn
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w xdisconjugate on 0, N , if no solution has two or more generalized zeros of
w xorder n in 0, N q n q 1 .
 w x.Recently see 6 , C. Ahlbrandt and A. Peterson proved that disconju-
gacy in the above sense implies the positive definiteness of a certain
discrete quadratic functional. However, the equivalence of those two
conditions still remained an open question.
Now, as is well known, such discrete Sturm-Liouville Equations are
equivalent to certain linear Hamiltonian Difference Systems of the form
D x s A x q B u , Du s C x y AT u , H .k k kq1 k k k k kq1 k k
n w xwhere x , u g R for k g 0, N q 1 l Z, where A , B , C are n = n-k k k k k
w xmatrices for k g 0, N l Z, and where the forward difference operator D
w xis defined by D x [ x y x for k g 0, N l Z. To be more precise,k kq1 k
for a special choice of the occurring matrices we have that any solution of
 .the system H can be expressed in terms of a solution of the discrete
 w x.Sturm-Liouville Equation and vice versa see Lemma 2 in 9 . Further-
more, all the matrices B have rank 1 in this special case.k
 .In the present paper we discuss general systems of the form H for the
singular case which means that we allow the matrices B to be singular.k
One reason we do this is that we wish to cover the important case of
discrete Sturm-Liouville Equations of order 2n with n ) 1. Systems of the
 . w xform H were introduced by L. Erbe and P. Yan 14 and have been
w xstudied for the non-singular case by L. Erbe and P. Yan 14]17 , A.
w x w x w xPeterson 27 , C. Ahlbrandt 3 , O. Dosly 12 , and C. Ahlbrandt and A.ÏÂ
w xPeterson 6 . These authors defined disconjugacy for such Hamiltonian
Systems and proved that disconjugacy is equivalent to the fact that
N
T Tx C x q u B u ) 0 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k
ks0
w xwhenever D x s A x q B u holds for all k g 0, N l Z withk k kq1 k k
Nq1 x 2 ) 0 and x s x s 0. Also, several other conditions equivalentks0 k 0 Nq1
to disconjugacy are given in those papers, among them for example
conditions on the principal solution and on certain Riccati Matrix Differ-
ence Equations. It was C. Ahlbrandt who first used the term ``Reid
Roundabout Theorem'' for a result which gives conditions equivalent to
 w x.the strengthened Jacobi's Condition see, for example, 3, 4 . For the
w``continuous'' theory, we refer the reader to the books by W. T. Reid 33,
xChap. VII; 34, Theorem V.6.3 , and for a generalization to more general
boundary conditions as presented in our Theorem 3 below, we refer to the
w xbook by W. Kratz 24, Theorem 2.4.1 .
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It follows from the theory for the non-singular case that a Reid Round-
about Theorem is known for example for the case of a second order linear
 .self-adjoint difference equation D r D x q p x s 0 where each r isk k k kq1 k
 w x.real and positive see also 11, 18, 21, 22, 32 . The previous literature also
covers the case of a self-adjoint vector difference equation of the form
 .D P D x q Q x s 0 where each P is a positive definite matrix. Thisk k k kq1 k
latter case has been studied by many authors, among them C. Ahlbrandt
w x w xand J. W. Hooker 5 , S. Chen and L. Erbe 10 , A. Peterson and J.
w x w x w xRidenhour 28, 29 , T. Peil and A. Peterson 25 , and C. Ahlbrandt 2 .
However, a theory for linear Hamiltonian Difference Systems including
a Reid Roundabout Theorem without the non-singularity assumption on
the matrices B has not been developed. It is the purpose of this paper tok
provide a theory without the non-singularity assumption, to give a defini-
tion of disconjugacy for this general case, and to state and prove a Reid
Roundabout Theorem, containing a condition on focal points of the princi-
 .pal solution of H as well as a condition on a certain Riccati Equation
 .see Theorem 2 below . Of course, the case of Sturm]Liouville Equations
will then be included in our theory and our concept of disconjugacy
coincides with the definition given at the beginning of this introduction,
but, although it is a generalization, it reads much smoother compare
.Definition 4 below :
w x  .  .Let k g 1, N q 1 l Z. We say that a solution x, u of H has a
 x  .generalized zero in k y 1, k pro¨ided x / 0, I y A x s B c forky1 ky1 k ky1
n T  .some c g R , and x c F 0 hold. System H is called disconjugate onky1
 x  .  .0, N q 1 if e¨ery solution x, u of H with x s 0 has no generalized zeros0
 x  .in 0, N q 1 and if e¨ery solution of H has at most one generalized zero in
 x0, N q 1 .
Our new theory can be applied for example to the theory of discrete
Sturm]Liouville Equations, where the B are singular; to Robust Controlk
Theory, where discrete Riccati Equations with singular B show up seek
w x.4 ; and to discrete control theory, where our functional appears as the
 w x.second variation of the problems see, for example, 23, Chap. 8 .
Furthermore, besides giving a Reid Roundabout Theorem for boundary
conditions x s x s 0 and for the above given functional, we present0 Nq1
an extension to a more general functional and to more general boundary
conditions. Here, we need the additional assumption of controllability of
 .the system H , but systems with invertible B or systems equivalent tok
Sturm]Liouville Equations are easily seen to be controllable in our sense
so that this extended Reid Roundabout Theorem applies to these prob-
lems also.
 w xBesides solving an open question C. Ahlbrandt writes in 3 on p. 515:
``An open question is that of existence of a Reid Roundabout Theorem for
.systems which allows B to be singular'' , the present paper introduces then
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notions of controllability, disconjugacy, generalized zeros, and focal points.
The author believes that these concepts are essential in the further study
of linear Hamiltonian Difference Systems and to derive results similar to
w xthe continuous theory as presented in the book by W. Kratz 24 . There,
 wone key to the theory is Picone’s Identity see 31; 7, Proposition 6.1; 24,
x.Chaps. 1.2 and 1.3 , and the key to our Reid Roundabout Theorem is a
discrete version of Picone's Identity.
Finally, let us briefly summarize the set up of this paper. Well-known
results related to the study of discrete Hamiltonian Difference Systems are
given in the next section. Section 3 contains a derivation of the discrete
version of Picone's Identity. In Section 4, focal points of n = n-matrix-
 .valued solutions of H and generalized zeros of vector-valued solutions of
 .H are defined. The Reid Roundabout Theorem including an extended
Riccati Equivalence is proved, but only for the boundary conditions
N  Tx s x s 0 and when the functional has the form  x C x q0 Nq1 ks0 kq1 k kq1
T 4u B u . In order to arrive at a theory for more general functionals andk k k
more general boundary conditions we introduce in Section 5 another
 U .system H and apply the results from Sections 2]4 to this system. Finally
we introduce our concept of controllability which serves to prove the main
result of this paper, Theorem 3.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON LINEAR HAMILTONIAN
DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
w x U w xLet n, N g N and J [ 0, N l Z, J [ 0, N q 1 l Z. For a vector-
U  . Uor matrix-valued function f defined on J we write f [ f k , k g J ,k
and the forward difference operator D is defined by D f [ f y f ,k kq1 k
k g J, while the shift operator E is given by Ef [ f , k g J comparek kq1
w x. T y123, Chap. 2 . When writing f , Ker f , Im f , or f , we always mean the
T   .4Tvector- or matrix-valued function given by f s f k , the set-valuedk
  .4   .4 functions given by Ker f s Ker f k , and Im f s Im f k where Kerk k
.and Im denote the kernel and the image of a matrix , and the matrix-val-
y1   .4y1 Uued function given by f s f k , k g J , respectively. Equationsk
involving such functions are always meant to hold on the maximal set of
definition, i.e., Ker Ef ; Ker f is an abbreviation for Ker f ; Ker f ;kq1 k
k g J whereas f s 0 stands for f s 0 ; k g JU. By M ² we denote thek
Moore]Penrose Inverse of the matrix M, i.e., the unique matrix satisfying
MM ²M s M and M ²MM ² s M ² such that both MM ² and M ²M are
 w x.symmetric see, for example, 8, Theorem 1.5 . Finally, we write D ) 0 if
D is a positive definite matrix, and D G 0 if D is positive semidefinite.
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Now, given n = n-matrix-valued functions A, B, and C on J we require
throughout that they satisfy the following general hypothesis on J:
y1ÄB and C are symmetric, A [ I y A exists. .
 .The following is known as a linear Hamiltonian Difference System on J :
A Bx ExD s . H .T /  / /u uC yA
 .  .Vector-valued solutions x, u of H are denoted by small letters while we
 .  .use capital letters for n = n-matrix-valued solutions X, U of H , i.e., X
and U satisfy D X s AEX q BU and DU s CEX y ATU.
 .  .Remark 1 Linear Hamiltonian Difference System . i D x s AEx q Bu
is referred to as the equation of motion while we call Du s CEx y ATu
Euler's Equation.
 .ii The well-known Wronskian Identity states that, for any two
 .  .  . T Tmatrix- or vector-valued solutions f , g and f , g of H , f g y g f1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
is a constant function on JU.
x x .  .  .iii Invertibility of I y A ensures that x, u solves H iff E s T /  /u u
holds, where
Ä ÄA ABT [
T /Ä ÄCA CAB q I y A
  .is invertible. Thus, any initial value problem i.e., H together with fixed
U .prescribed values for x and u , m g J is uniquely solvable.m m
 .  .  .  . TDEFINITION 1 Conjoined Basis . i If X, U solves H such that X U
 T T .  .is symmetric and rank X U s n, then X, U is called a conjoined
 .basis of H .
Ä Ä .  .  .ii Two conjoined bases X, U and X, U are called normalized
T Ä T Ä .conjoined bases of H if X U y U X s I holds.
Ä Ä .  .  .  .iii The solutions X, U and X, U of H satisfying the initial
Ä Äconditions X s U s 0 and U s yX s I are called the special normal-0 0 0 0
 .  .  .ized conjoined bases of H at 0 . We call X, U the principal solution and
Ä Ä .  .  .X, U the associated solution of H at 0 .
 .Remark 2. i It may be readily verified that for any normalized
Ä Ä .  .  .  wconjoined bases X, U and X, U of H we have see, for example, 24,
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x.Proposition 1.1.5
y1
T TÄ Ä ÄX X U yXs
T T / /Ä yU XU U
so that all of the following identities, which will be used frequently, hold:
ÄT Ä T Ä T ÄT T Ä T Ä ÄT ÄTXU y XU s UX y UX s X U y U X s U X y X U s I ,
T T ÄT Ä ÄT Ä ÄT Ä T ÄT Ä TX U y U X s X U y U X s XX y XX s UU y UU s 0,
Ä T ÄT Ä Ä T ÄT Ä TEX X y EX X s AB, EU X y EU X s CAB q I y A , .  . .  .
ÄT Ä T Ä ÄT Ä T ÄEX U y EX U s A , EU U y EU U s CA. .  . .  .
 .  .  .ii Let X, U be a conjoined basis of H satisfying Ker EX ; Ker X.
T ÄTThen Ker EX ; Ker BA holds. To see this, let k g J and let c g
T ÄTKer X . Then X X c s 0 follows and hencekq1 kq1 kq1
ÄT Ä T ÄT ÄT0 s X X c s X X q B A c s B A c. /k kq1 k kq1 k k k k
 .iii Suppose that F and V are matrices with VFV s V and VF
symmetric. Then we have for any matrix W that Ker V ; Ker W iff
W s WFV. To see this, we note that one direction of the claim is trivial
and suppose now that Ker V ; Ker W holds. Then, for arbitrary c such
that W Tc is defined, there exists d s Vd q d with d g Ker V T and1 2 2
TT T T T TW c s V d s V Vd s V VFVd s V VF Vd .1 1 1
TT T T T T Ts V F V Vd s V F W c s WFV c .1
so that W s WFV follows.
3. DISCRETE QUADRATIC FUNCTIONALS AND
PICONE'S IDENTITY
DEFINITION 2. Let be given 2n = 2n-matrices R and S with S symmet-
ric.
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 .i The discrete quadratic functional F is defined by
TN yx yx0 0T TF x , u [ x C x q u B u q S . .  4 kq1 k kq1 k k k x x /  /Nq1 Nq1ks0
 .  .ii x, u is called admissible if it satisfies the equation of motion.
yx T0 .  .iii If g Im R , then x, u is said to satisfy the boundary condi- /xNq 1
  . .tions given by R we write x, u g R .
 .  .  .iv F is called positi¨ e definite we write F ) 0 if F x, u ) 0 holds
 .for all admissible x, u g R with x / 0.
 .Remark 3. i In this and in the next section we put R s S s 0 which
means that we will be dealing with the ``classical'' boundary conditions
x s x s 0. The general case is treated in Section 5.0 Nq1
 .  .ii Define the following transition and controllability matrices:
Ä Ä ÄF [ A ? A ? , . . . , ? A for k ) m , F [ F ,k m ky1 ky2 m k k 0 q .
U  4G [ F B F B ??? F B for k g J _ 0 . .k k 0 0 k1 1 k , ky1 ky1
u?0  .Then x s F x q G ? holds for admissible x, u .k k 0 k  /u ?ky 1
 .iii Suppose that D X s AEX q BU holds with Ker EX ; Ker X and
 .that x, u is admissible. Then, if x g Im X for some k g J we have thatk k
x g Im X . To see this, suppose x s X c g Im X . Thenkq1 kq1 k k k
Ä Ä Äx s A X c q A B u s X c q A B u y U c .kq1 k k k k k kq1 k k k k
 .so that x g Im X by Remark 2 ii .kq1 kq1
 .The following formula on how to compute F x, u is very useful,
 .  .especially if x, u is a solution of H .
 .LEMMA 1. Let x, u be admissible. Then we ha¨e
TN yx u0 0T Tx C x q u B u s 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k x u /  /Nq1 Nq1ks0
N
T Tq x C x y A u y Du . 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k
ks0
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Proof. We apply the discrete product rule to see that
N
T Tx C x y A u y Du 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k
ks0
N
T T T Ts x C x y A u q D x u y D x u 4 .  .  . kq1 k kq1 k k k k k k
ks0
N
T T T Ts x C x q u B u y x u q x u . 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k Nq1 Nq1 0 0
ks0
In the next lemma we collect some formulae that will be used in the
remaining sections. Picone's Identity will be an easy consequence of these
formulae.
LEMMA 2. For k g J and an n = n-matrix-¨ alued Q on JU we put
ÄT Äw xR Q [ A Q y C A I q B Q y Q . .  .k k kq1 k k k k k
 .  .i For admissible x, u and symmetric Q,
TT T TD x Qx y Ex C Ex y u Bu q z Dz 4  .  .
T w x T T w x w xs 2u BR Q x q x R Q y QBR Q x 4
ÄT Ä .holds, where z [ u y Qx and D [ B y BA EQ y C AB. Also, we ha¨e
ÄT w xI y A y BA EQ y C Ex s x q Dz y BR Q x . . 4
 .  .  .ii If X, U is a conjoined basis of H with Ker EX ; Ker X, then we
ha¨e for symmetric Q with QX s UX ²X that
w xR Q X s 0
² Ä ÄT Ä .  .and X EX AB s B y BA EQ y C AB is symmetric. Furthermore,
² ² Ä Ä ² TQ [ UX q UX X y U I y X X U . .
Ä Ä .  .satisfies the abo¨e assumptions whene¨er X, U and X, U are normalized
 .conjoined basis of H .
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Ä ÄT Ä .  .Proof. To show i , let Q [ A EQ y C A. Then
TT T TD x Qx y Ex C Ex y u Bu q z Dz 4  .  .
T T TÄs x q Bu Q x q Bu y x Qx y u Bu .  .
T Äq u y Qx B y BQB u y Qx .  . .
T Ä Ä T Ä Äs x Q y Q q Q B y BQB Q x q 2u BQ y B y BQB Q x 4  4 .  .
T T w x w x T w xs x R Q y QBR Q x q 2u BR Q x , 4
Äw x  .since R Q s Q I q BQ y Q. Finally, we have
ÄTI y A y BA EQ y C Ex . 4
Ä Äs x q Bu y BQx y BQBu
Ä Äw xs x q Bu y BQBu y BR Q x y BQx q BQBQx
w xs x q D u y Qx y BR Q x . .
 .  .² . ² ² Next, we prove ii . We have, since EX EX X s X holds compare
 ..Remark 2 iii ,
Ä ² ²w xR Q X s Q X q BU X X y UX X .
ÄT ² ²s A EQ y C EX X X y UX X .  .
²T ² T ² ²Ä Äs A EU EX EX X X y A C EX X X y UX X .  .  .  .
ÄT T ²s A EU y CEX y I y A U X X , 4 .
² Ä Ä . .   .  ..and, because of EX EX AB s AB compare Remark 2 ii and iii ,
ÄT ÄB y BA EQ y C AB .
²TÄ Äs B y BA EQ y C EX EX AB .  .  .
²TÄ Äs B y BA EU y CEX EX AB .  .
² Äs B y BU EX AB .
² Äs I y A EX y BU EX AB 4 .  .
² Äs X EX AB. .
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The remainder of the assertions follows from the formula
² ² Ä Ä ² TUX q UX X y U I y X X U . .
² T ² T T ² ² TÄ Ä Ä Äs UX XU q UX XU y UU y UX XX XU .
 .  .THEOREM 1 Picone's Identity . Suppose X, U is a conjoined basis
 .  .of H with Ker EX ; Ker X. Then we ha¨e for admissible x, u with
x g Im X0 0
N N
T T T T Tx C x q u B u s x Q x y x Q x q z D z , 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k Nq1 Nq1 Nq1 0 0 0 k k k
ks0 ks0
² T ² Ä .  .where z s u y UX x and D s X EX AB is symmetric. Q may be any
 .matrix satisfying the condition in Lemma 2 ii .
 .Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 2 and Remark 3 iii .
 .In view of Picone's Identity and Definition 2 iii , we define the follow-
ing:
 .  .  .DEFINITION 3 Focal Points . Let X, U be a conjoined basis of H
U  4   ..and let k g J _ 0 . k is called a focal point of X or of X, U if
 .Ker X o Ker X . We say that X has a focal point in k y 1, k pro-k ky1
² Ävided Ker X ; Ker X and X X A B h 0.k ky1 ky1 k ky1 ky1
Now, using this definition, we can prove a part of our Reid Roundabout
Theorem which is not needed later on for its proof but which is more
specific.
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. If the principal solution X, U of H has a focal point
 xin 0, N q 1 , then F is not positi¨ e definite. More precisely we ha¨e that
 .i Ker X o Ker X for some m g J implies the existence of anmq 1 m
 .  .admissible x, u g R with x / 0 and F x, u s 0;
T ² Ä .  4ii Ker EX ; Ker X and c X X A B c - 0 for some m g J _ 0m mq1 m m
n  .and some c g R implies the existence of an admissible x, u g R with
 .x / 0 and F x, u - 0.
Proof. First, if there exists c g Ker X _ Ker X , we putmq 1 m
X c, 0 F k F mkx [k  0, m q 1 F k F N q 1,
U c, 0 F k F mku [k  0, m q 1 F k F N q 1.
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 .Then x / 0 since x / 0 and x, u g R because of x s x s 0. Wem 0 Nq1
have
ÄA x q B u s X c s 0 s x .m m m m mq1 mq1
 .which implies that x, u is admissible, and Lemma 1 yields
my1
T TF x , u s x C x y A u y Du s 0. .  4 kq1 k kq1 k k k
ks0
Next, suppose Ker EX ; Ker X holds. Let c g R n with cTD c - 0,m
² Ä ² Äwhere we put D s X X A B . Let d [ yX A B c and definem m mq1 m m mq1 m m
X d , 0 F k F m y 1¡ k~x [ yD c, k s mk m¢
0, m q 1 F k F N q 1,
U d , 0 F k F m y 1¡ k
T~ T ² Tu [ Äk A X X c, k s m .m mq1 m¢
0, m q 1 F k F N q 1.
 .Again we have x / 0 because of x / 0 and x s x s 0 yields x, um 0 Nq1
 .g R. To see that x, u is admissible, we note that
ÄA x q B u s X d s yD c s x , .my 1 my1 my1 my1 m m m
Ä Ä TA x q B u s A yD q D c s 0 s x .  .m m m m m m m mq1
hold since D is symmetric. Now, Lemma 1 shows thatm
my1
T TF x , u s x C x q I y A u y u .  4 . kq1 k kq1 k k kq1
ks0
TT T T T ² TÄs d X C X d q I y A U d y A X X c .  . 5m my1 m my1 my1 m mq1 m
T T T T T T T Ts d X U d y d X c q d U D c s c D c - 0.m m m m m m
Remark 4. Of course, Picone's Identity together with the last part of
 .Lemma 2 i could now be used to show that the absence of focal points of
the principal solution implies positive definiteness of the quadratic func-
tional, so that the strengthened Jacobi's Condition holds. But we will do a
detour and include a Riccati Equivalence since such an equivalence may
be important for applications of our theory. Also, although we could define
disconjugacy in terms of focal points of the principal solution as is done in
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w x.24, Definition 8.6.4 we rather take the ``classical'' way and define
 .disconjugacy in terms of generalized zeros of vector-valued solutions x, u
 .of H . This serves to compare our results easily with the previous
literature, for example, in view of the Hartman-like definition at the
beginning of Section 1. However, all these concepts will turn out to be
equivalent, and this is shown in the next section.
4. DISCONJUGACY FOR LINEAR HAMILTONIAN
DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
 .  .PROPOSITION 2. The principal solution X, U of H has no focal points
 x  .in 0, N q 1 if and only if the following condition ) holds:
T ² Äx B I y A x ) 0 ; m g J with x / 0, x g Im A B .m m m mq1 m mq1 m m for all solutions x , u of H with x s 0. .  . 0
) .
² Ä .Proof. Let m g J. Suppose Ker EX ; Ker X and D s X EX AB G 0.
 .  .Let x, u solve H with x s 0. By uniqueness of solutions of initial value0
  ..  .  .problems compare Remark 1 iii we know that x, u s Xu , Uu . Sup-0 0
Ä Äpose x / 0 and x s A B c g Im A B . Then the following, wherem mq1 m m m m
²   ..we use x s X X x compare Remark 2 iii , holds:m m mq1 mq1
TT ² T ² T ²x B I y A x s x X X B I y A x .  . .m m m mq1 mq1 mq1 m m m mq1
s cTDT B² B c s cTD c G 0,m m m m
and cTD c s 0 yieldsm
² Ä ²0 s D c s X X A B c s X X x s x ,m m mq1 m m m mq1 mq1 m
T ²  .so that x B I y A x ) 0 holds.m m m mq1
 .  .  .Next, if ) holds, we let a g Ker X and define x, u [ Xa , Ua ,mq 1
Ä .  .so that x, u solves H with x s 0 and x s 0 g Im A B which0 mq1 m m
yields x s 0 too and thus Ker X ; Ker X . To end the proof in thism mq1 m
direction, let c g R n be arbitrary and put
² Äx , u [ Xa , Ua with a [ X A B c. .  . mq 1 m m
 .  .   .  ..Thus x, u solves H with x s 0 and use Remark 2 ii and iii0
Ä Ä T ²  .x s A B c g Im A B . Therefore 0 - x B I y A x smq1 m m m m m m m mq1
Tc D c is valid provided D c s x / 0 holds and we have D G 0.m m m m
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 .  .Remark 5 Sturm]Liou¨ille Equations . i The proof of the above
proposition shows that if Ker EX ; Ker X holds for the principal solution
 .  .X, U of H , we have that
² ²T ²Ä ÄX EX AB G 0 iff I y A B X EX G 0 on Im AB. .  .  .
 .  .  .ii Let A s a and B s b be n = n-matrices with b s ai j i j nn i, iq1
 .s 1 and all other entries 0 . The resulting Hamiltonian System is equiva-
lent to a Sturm]Liouville Equation in the sense described in the Introduc-
 .  .tion and the relationship between solutions x, u of H and solutions y of
the Sturm]Liouville Equation is given by
T2 ny1x s y D y D y ??? D y . .kqn kqn kqny1 kqny2 kq1
w xFor a more precise discussion of this topic see 9, Lemma 2 . However,
with the observations that
0 ??? 0 1
. . .. . .ÄAB s ,. . . 00 ??? 0 1
Äx g Im AB iff y s y s ??? s y s 0,kqn kq1 kq2 kqny1
T ² .  .ny1and x B I y A x s y1 y y in this case of x gkqny1 kqn k kqn kqn
ÄIm AB, one may easily see how the Hartman-like definition, used by C.
Ahlbrandt and A. Peterson and given in the introduction of this paper,
shows up in a natural way within the framework of our theory. This, of
course, motivates the next definition.
 .  .  .  .DEFINITION 4 Generalized Zeros, Disconjugacy . i Let x, u solve H
U  4   ..and let k g J _ 0 . We say that x or x, u has a generalized zero in
 x T ²  .k y 1, k provided x B I y A x F 0 holds with x / 0 andky1 ky1 ky1 k ky1
Äx g Im A B .k ky1 ky1
 .  . U  .ii The system H is called disconjugate on J if no solution x, u of
 .  xH with x s 0 has one or more generalized zeros in 0, N q 1 and if no0
 .  .solution x, u of H with x / 0 has two or more generalized zeros in0
 x0, N q 1 .
Ä .  .Remark 6. Let x, u solve H and suppose that x s A B c forkq1 k k
some c g R n and some k g J. Then we have
B B² x s B B² B c y B u s B c y B u s x . .k k k k k k k k k k k k
 . U  .  .Thus, H is not disconjugate on J iff there exists a solution x, u of H ,
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integers m, p g J, m - p, and vectors c , c g R n withm p
Ä Äx s A B c , x s A B c , x / 0,mq 1 m m m pq1 p p p p
xT c F 0, xTc F 0.m m p p
 . UPROPOSITION 3. If F is positi¨ e definite, then H is disconjugate on J .
 .  .Proof. We assume that x, u solves H and that there exist m, p g J
n Ä Twith m - p and c , c g R such that x / 0 and x s A B c , x cm p p kq1 k k k k k
 4  .F 0 hold for k g m, p compare Remark 6 . Now we define the follow-
ing:
c , k s m¡ m
u , m q 1 F k F p y 1x , m q 1 F k F p kk ~x [ u [Ä Äk k u y c , k s p0, otherwise, p p¢
0, otherwise.
Thus, x s x s 0, x / 0, andÄ Ä Ä0 Nq1 p
Ä Ä ÄA x q A B u s A B c s x s x ,Ä Ä Äm m m m m m m m mq1 mq1
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄA x q A B u s A x q A B u y A B c s 0 s xÄ Ä Äp p p p p p p p p p p p p pq1
 .show admissibility of x, u g R. ButÄ Ä
py1
T TF x , u s x C x y A u y Du .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k
ksm
s xT I y AT c y u q xTc s cT x q xTc F 0, . .mq 1 m m m p p m m p p
so that F s 0 which proves the assertion.
Now we are ready to prove our Reid Roundabout Theorem for the case
of boundary conditions of the form x s x s 0. For the Riccati Equiv-0 Nq1
 .alence part we use the notation introduced in Lemma 2 and q from
 .Remark 3 ii .
 . THEOREM 2 Reid Roundabout Theorem . Suppose R s S s 0 see
.Definition 2 . Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i F ) 0;
 .  . Uii System H is disconjugate on J ;
 .  .  xiii The principal solution of H has no focal points in 0, N q 1 ;
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ÄT . w x iv R Q G s 0 has a symmetric solution Q with B y BA EQ y
Ä ÄT Ä. w x  .  .C AB G 0, where R Q s A EQ y C A I q BQ y Q and G is defined
 .by q .
Proof. We split the proof into five parts according to the following
 .figure, where condition ) is from Proposition 2.
 .  .1 26 6
 .  .  .i F ) 0 ii Disconjugacy Condition )
6
 .  .5 3
6
 .46 .  .iv Riccati Condition iii No focal points
 .  .While 1 and 3 already have been shown in Propositions 3 and 2,
 .respectively, 2 is a trivial consequence of the definition of disconjugacy
 .given in Definition 4 ii . We now employ Lemma 2 together with Remark
 .3 ii to show the remaining two assertions.
² Ä .  .To show 4 , suppose that Ker EX ; Ker X and D [ X EX AB G 0
 .  .hold, where X, U is the principal solution of H . With
² ² Ä Ä ² TQ [ UX q UX X y U I y X X U . .
ÄT . defined as in Lemma 2 ii we have that Q is symmetric, that B y BA EQ
Ä. w xy C AB s D G 0, and that R Q X s 0 holds for all k g J. Now, ifk k
 .  .x s 0 g Im X , we have by Remark 3 ii and iii that0 0
u0
..x [ G g Im Xk k k. 0uky1
n w xholds for any choice of u , . . . , u g R which yields R Q G s 0.0 ky1 k k
 .For proving 5 , let be given a symmetric solution Q of the equation
ÄT Äw x  .  .R Q G s 0 with D [ B y BA EQ y C AB G 0 and suppose that x, u
g R is admissible so that we have x s x s 0 and0 Nq1
u0
..w x w xR Q x s R Q G s 0 ; k g J .k k k k . 0uky1
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 .  .Lemma 2 i immediately shows with z s u y Qx that
N
TF x , u s z D z G 0. .  k k k
ks0
 .To prove positive definiteness, we assume that F x, u vanishes for some
 .admissible x, u with x s x s 0. But then D z s 0 for all k g J,0 Nq1 k k
 .and the last part of Lemma 2 i yields
ÄTI y A y B A Q y C x s x ; k g J , . 4k k k kq1 k kq1 k
Uso that, because of x s 0, we have x s 0 for all k g J , i.e., x s 0.Nq1 k
 .  .Remark 7 Riccati Equi¨ alence . i Let us make a few remarks con-
 .cerning what we have called Riccati Equivalence, i.e., item iv of the
above theorem. Suppose that G has full rank for some k g JU. Then, byk
  .. Uthe definition of G see Remark 3 ii , rank G s n for all k g J withk
U w xk G k . Now, let k g J with k G k . Of course, R Q G s 0 is equivalentk k
w xto R Q s 0 in this case. Assume furthermore that I q B Q is invertiblek k k
and then we have
y1TQ s C q I y A Q I q B Q I y A . .  . .kq1 k k k k k k
 .y1Since, by putting D [ I q B Q B , this equation could as well bek k k k
written as
DQ s C y AT Q y Q A q AT Q A y I y AT Q D Q I y A , . .k k k k k k k k k k k k k k
one talks about a Riccati Matrix Difference Equation. Finally, it is well-
known and readily verified that this equation has a symmetric solution if
 .  .and only if there exists a conjoined basis X, U of H such that both Xk
and X are invertible.kq1
 .ii The main purpose of this paper is to present a Reid Roundabout
Theorem for the general functional and boundary conditions suggested by
Definition 2. While for Theorem 2 we only need the principal solution
 .  .X, U of H it will turn out that for this purpose the associated solution
 .of H is needed also. The key of our approach is, besides the ideas shown
so far, the first lemma of the next section which leads to a generalization
of Picone's Identity. Also, for the general Reid Roundabout Theorem a
further controllability assumption is needed, and this concept is introduced
in the next section.
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5. THE REID ROUNDABOUT THEOREM
Ä Ä .  .  .LEMMA 3. Suppose that X, U and X, U are any two matrix-¨ alued
 .solutions of H . Define 2n = 2n-matrix-¨ alued functions as
0 I I 0U UX [ , U [ , /  /Ä ÄX X U U
0 0 0 0 0 0U U UA [ , B [ , C [ . /  /  /0 A 0 B 0 C
Ä Ä .  .  .Then X, U and X, U are normalized conjoined bases of H if and only if
 U U .X , U is a conjoined basis of
AU BU Ux ExD s . H .U UT /  / /u uC yA
Proof. This is easily verified by some computation, and in fact there is
wno real difference to the ``continuous'' version as stated in 24, Proposition
x1.1.6 .
Remark 8. In order to apply our theory as presented in Sections 2]4 to
 U .the ``big'' system H we need to provide some formulae concerning ``big''
Moore]Penrose Inverses etc., and this is done in the following, where
Ä Ä .  .  .X, U and X, U are normalized conjoined bases of H . We use the
U U U ² ÄU U .notation introduced in Lemma 3 and put D s X EX A B and
² Ä .D s X EX AB.
 .i The definition of the Moore]Penrose Inverse yields that there
exists a unique F with FXF s F, XFX s X, such that FX and XF I q
ÄÄT .XX are symmetric, and that the formula
ÄyFX F
U ²X s y1 y1
T T T TÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä /I q X X I q X XFX I q X X X I y XF . .  .  .
Ä ²holds. Now, since F [ X XF also satisfies the above assumptions we have
Ä ²that F s F and FX s X X yields
U ² U X ²X 0X X s . /0 I
 . U Uii Of course, Ker EX ; Ker X iff Ker EX ; Ker X . In this case
U ÄT .  .D is symmetric and Remark 2 ii and iii yield that BA s
ÄT T T .  .BA EF EX so that we have
² ²Ä Ä ÄX EF AB s X EX EX EF AB s X EX AB .  .  .  .  .
U 0 0 Uand D s . Thus D G 0 iff D G 0. /0 D
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 . U U U U U ² Uiii The following Q is symmetric and satisfies Q X s U X X :
² Ä ² ² ² Ä ² TyX XX X X q X X I y X X U .
UQ [ .T² ² ² T ² ² ² TÄ Ä Ä /X q X X I y X X U UX q UX X y U I y X X U .  . 4  .
U U a 0 .  .  .If x, u is admissible for H , then x , u [ , is admissible for /  / /x u
 U . n U UH , where a g R , and we have, if x g Im X ,
0 X ²DT 0 0U U U U T T Tu y Q x D s 0 u y a x .  .  . ² /  /0 D 0 UX D
TT T² ²s 0 u y UX x y X a D. .  . /
 .  .PROPOSITION 4 Generalization of Picone's Identity . Suppose X, U
Ä Ä .  .and X, U are normalized conjoined basis of H with Ker EX ; Ker X.
n  . T TLet a g R . Then we ha¨e for admissible x, u with a q U x g Im X0 0 0
that
N
T Tx C x q u B u 4 kq1 k kq1 k k k
ks0
T T N
a a a aU U Ts Q y Q q z D z ,Nq1 0 k k kx x x x /  /  /  /Nq1 Nq1 0 0
ks0
 ².T  ².T Uwhere z s u y UX x y X a and where Q and D are defined as in
 .Remark 8 iii .
Proof. This follows from Remark 8 and Picone's Identity, Theorem 1.
Before stating and proving the main result of this paper, it is essential
now to introduce our concept of controllability for linear Hamiltonian
Difference Systems. Although Theorem 3 below could be proved under
weaker controllability assumptions, we state the definition of controllabil-
ity as follows:
 .  .DEFINITION 5 Controllability . The system H is called controllable on
U U  4  .  .J if there exists k g J _ 0 such that for any solution x, u of H and
any m g J with m q k g JU , we have that x s x s ??? s x s 0m mq1 mqk
implies that x s u s 0 holds on JU. The minimal integer with this prop-
 .erty is then called the controllability index of H .
 .  .Remark 9. i Whenever B is invertible or whenever H is equivalent
 .  .to a Sturm]Liouville Equation of order 2n with N G n , H is control-
 wlable with controllability index 1 and n, respectively compare 9, Remark
 .x.2 i .
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 .ii Controllability with index k is equivalent to the following prop-
erty: For all k G k and for any a, b g R n and any m g J with m q k g JU ,
 .there exists an admissible x, u with x s a and x s b. Also, them mqk
 .  wmatrix G defined in Remark 3 ii has full rank in this case compare 9,k
x.  .Lemma 3 . When a time-invariant or autonomous system is given, i.e.,
A ' A and B ' B on J, then controllability on JU is equivalent tok k
Ä ÄN .rank B AB ??? A B s n.
 .  . U  .iii If H is controllable on J and if X, U is the principal solution
 .  xof H , then the absence of focal points of X in 0, N q 1 implies
 .invertibility of X . To see this, let c g Ker X and define x, u [Nq1 Nq1
 .  .Xc, Uc which, of course, solves H with x s x s ??? s x s 0 be-0 1 Nq1
 . U Ucause Ker EX ; Ker X. Since H is controllable on J , x s u s 0 on J
follows and 0 s u s U c s c holds, and so X is invertible.0 0 Nq1
 .iv For the proof of our Reid Roundabout Theorem below we
 .essentially only need that X is invertible where X, U is the principalNq1
 .  .solution of H . Controllability of H ensures this property as is shown in
 .iii . But for this in fact we only need ``controllability at 0,'' i.e., the
requirements of Definition 5 only for m s 0. Thus we could replace the
controllability assumption in Theorem 3 below by the assumption that
U  4rank G s n for some k g J _ 0 .k
 .  .v Suppose that the principal solution X, U has no focal points in
 x  . U0, N q 1 and that H is controllable on J with controllability index k .
 .  . y1Then rank G s rank X s n by ii and iii and Q [ U X is well-k k k k k
w x w xdefined for k g k , N q 1 l Z. Now, let k g k , N l Z. From Remark
 .  T .  .y1 .7 i we have that Q solves Q s C q I y A Q I q B Q I y Akq1 k k k k k k
y1 y1 Ä .and that I q B Q B s X X A B G 0. This is what L. Erbe andk k k k kq1 k k
w xP. Yan state as a Conjecture in 17 so that, assuming controllability, their
w xconjecture holds in fact on k , N l Z, and their assumption B G 0 is notk
even needed.
 .  .THEOREM 3 Extended Reid Roundabout Theorem . Suppose H is
controllable on JU. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i F ) 0;
 .  . Uii System H is disconjugate on J and
T Tyx yx yx u0 0 0 0S q ) 0x x x u /  /  /  /Nq1 Nq1 Nq1 Nq1
x0 .  .for all solutions x, u g R of H with / 0; /xNq 1
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 .  xiii X has no focal points in 0, N q 1 and
¡ y1 y1 ¦ÄyX X XNq1 Nq1 Nq1 T~ ¥M [ R S q R ) 0 on Im R ,Ty1 y1¢ § 0X U X .Nq1 Nq1 Nq1
Ä Ä .  .  .where X, U , X, U are the special normalized conjoined bases of H ;
U U yI 0 U U . w xiv R Q s 0 has a symmetric solution Q with Q s 0 and / 0F G
U U U ÄUT U U ÄU UD [ B y B A EQ y C A B G 0 and .
R S q QU RT ) 0 on Im R , .Nq1
U U ÄUT U U ÄU U U Uw x  .  .where R Q s A EQ y C A I q B Q y Q and where G and
 .  .F are defined by q in Remark 3 ii .
Ä Ä .  .Proof. Let X, U and X, U denote the special normalized conjoined
 .  .bases of H . First of all note that, if X, U has no focal points in
 x  .  .0, N q 1 , X is invertible due to Remark 9 iii and that M in iii isNq1
then symmetric, so that all parts of the assertion make sense. Observe also
 U Uy1. T U Uthat M s R S q U X R where X and U are defined accordingNq1 Nq1
to Lemma 3. We need to show some relations in addition to the equiva-
lences already proved in Theorem 2.
 .  .While i implies ii trivially because of Lemma 1, we now assume that
 .  4ii holds. Pick an arbitrary c g Im R _ 0 and define
ÄX X Uy 1x T[ X R c.Nq1 /u  /ÄU U
u yxU Uy1 T T0 0  .Now, s U X R c and s R c / 0. Since x, u g RNq1 Nq1 /  /u xNq 1 Nq1
 .  .solves H , statement ii yields
T Tyx yx yx u0 0 0 0 T0 - S q s c Mc,x x x u /  /  /  /Nq1 Nq1 Nq1 Nq1
and hence M ) 0 on Im R.
 . UNow suppose that iii holds and define Q by
² Ä ² ² ² Ä ² TyX XX X X q X X I y X X U .
UQ [ T² ² ² T ² ² ² TÄ Ä Ä /X q X X I y X X U UX q UX X y U I y X X U .  . 4  .
 .  .  U .as is done in Remark 8 iii . Lemma 2 ii , applied to the system H , yields
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yxU U U U U n0w xR Q X s 0 for all k g J. Since x [ g Im X for any x g Rk k 0 0 0 /x0
U U   .  .and since Ker EX ; Ker X compare Remark 3 ii , iii and Remark
 .  .. n8 ii , iii , we know that for any choice of u , . . . , u g R ,0 ky1
x0
uyI 0 0 U U\ x g Im X. k kF G / .k k . 0uky1
yI 0U U Uw xholds so that R Q s 0 is valid for all k g J. Furthermore, Q isk  /F Gk k
symmetric, QU s 0, and0
0 0²U U U U UÄD s X EX A B s G 0 . ² Ä /0 X EX AB .
 .  . Ubecause of Lemma 2 ii and Remark 8 ii . Of course we have Q sNq1
UU X Uy 1, and this completes the proof for this implication.Nq1 Nq1
U  .Finally suppose that some Q satisfies the conditions in iv . Let
 .  .x, u g R be admissible. Then we have, again by Remark 3 ii , that
yxU U U U 0w xR Q x s 0 ; k g J , where x [ ,k k  /x
 .  U . and by applying Lemma 2 i to the system H we know compare also the
.generalization of Picone's Identity, Proposition 4
T Tyx yx yx yxU U0 0 0 0F x , u s S q Q y Q .  .Nq1 0x x x x /  /  /  /Nq1 Nq1 0 0
N
UT U Uq z D z k k k
ks0
N
U UT U UT Ts c R S q Q R c q z D z G 0, . Nq1 k k k
ks0
yx U U U UT0  .where s R c, and where z s u y Q x . If F x, u s 0, then /xNq 1
DU zU s c s 0 so that x s x s 0 and hence xU s 0. The last part0 Nq1 Nq1
 .  .of Lemma 2 i shows as in 5 of Theorem 2 that x s 0, and the proof is
complete.
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